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 Introduction: 

Congratulations on the excellent choice you have just made...! 

 Before using the equipment you have just purchased, read the instruction manual carefully and 

completely. 

 Installation, repair and adaptation must be done exclusively by qualified technicians. 

 Never use the appliance for purposes for which it is not intended. 

This equipment has been developed for professional use and should not be used by untrained 

persons. Never allow to be used by children. 

For hygiene and safety purposes keep the equipment clean at all times.  

For the clarification of possible doubts, keep the instruction manual during the equipment's life 

period. 

 

 

Features: 

- General construction in stainless steel and cast iron; 

- Tubular resistors;  

- Current and call sign; 

- Thermostat 50º - 300º; 

- Suspension top plate by springs; 

- Rilsan coated calibrated steel grabber; 

- Stainless steel saucepan; 

- Chromed rod with handle; 
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General features table: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model 
Measures 

Measurements 
(mm) 

Measurement  
of Plates(mm) 

Power 
(W) 

Voltage  
(V) 

Weight  
(Kg) 

Mini SimpleG01GN 280x320x290 250x250 1800 230 18 

Mini Doble G03GN 560x320x290 250x250 3600 230  36 

Mini Mixto G02GN 560x320x290 250x250 2800 230 28 

Maxi. Simple 

G04GN 340x360x290 315x285 3000 230 24 

Maxi. Doble G06GN 360x360x290 315x285 6000 230 45 

Maxi. Mixto G05GN 680x360x290 315x285 4500 230 36 

Super Maxi Simple 

G07GN 405x390x290 370x320 3000 230 28 

Super Maxi Doble 

G09GN 780x390x290 370x320 6000 230 56 

Super Maxi Mixto 

G08GN 780x360x290 370x320 4500 230 45 

Simple Flat Plate 400x400x190 380x325 1500 230 17 

Double Plate 570x360x170 565x305 3000 230 23 

Giant Flat Plate 550x570x210 535x535 5000 230 39 
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2   3   4 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

 

  
- To start up the appliance, switch on the power supply circuits installed in the mains. 
The signal light (2) is permanently on. 
 
- To operate, turn the thermostat knob (4) to the required temperature; the 
corresponding signal light (3) turns on and off as soon as the hob reaches the selected 
temperature. 
THIS OPERATING MODE APPLIES TO THE MODELS OF THESE MACHINES 

Cleaning and maintenance: 

Before cleaning the appliance, make sure it is not hot. 

Use a damp cloth for cleaning and detergent (non-aggressive) if necessary. 
Make sure that during the cleaning process no liquids or foreign objects enter 

the inside of the unit. 
 

 SAFETY REGULATIONS 

- When choosing the place for the application of the equipment, make sure that it is 
not too close to materials or objects that could come apart or catch fire under the 
action of heat. 

- Check that the supply voltage indicated on the rating plate of the appliance 
corresponds to the mains voltage and that the socket is earthed and can withstand the 
current indicated. 

- The mains supply must include means for disconnecting the appliance, with a contact 
separation of not less than 3mm and in accordance with the legislation in force. 

- When using the equipment, do not place cloth or objects that could be damaged on 
it. 

- If you must move the appliance while it is hot, wear suitable gloves. 

- When cleaning the appliance, make sure it is completely cool. 

- Before carrying out any operation other than grilling, unplug the power cable. 
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- To clean the appliance, disconnect all power circuits. The appliance must not be 
cleaned with a jet of water. 

- The appliance must be cleaned with a spatula and wire brush. 

 

WARNING: In case of malfunction never try to repair it yourself. Contact the 
manufacturer or a specialised technician. 

WARRANTY 

 

This appliance is guaranteed against manufacturing defects for a period of 24 
months from the date of purchase. 

 
All faults resulting from misuse, installation and transport not carried out by the 

supplier are excluded. 
 
Also excluded from the guarantee are all modifications or repairs carried out by 

the user.  
 

Reciclagem: 

This product and its packaging should not be treated as undifferentiated urban 
waste. Instead they should be placed in a collection point appropriate to the nature of 
the waste. Ensuring that this product is disposed of correctly will prevent potential 
negative consequences for the environment as well as for health. 

The recycling of the materials will contribute to the better conservation of 
natural resources. For more detailed information about this product, please contact 
your local waste disposal service or the place where you purchased the product. 

 

 DIRECTIVE 2002/96/EC 

 

This symbol means that the product must be collected separately at the end of 
its life cycle. Do not dispose of it in municipal waste bins as normal household waste. 

 

 SYMBOL  

This product is manufactured in compliance with the Low Voltage Equipment 
Directive 2006/95/EC. 
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